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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, December 30, 2014 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond (includes $0.15/bu BN fee) 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12.0-13.0% 13.0-13.5% 14.0-14.5% 15.0-16% 

MWH5 627^2 S -10^0 3556 37319 -508 Basis (H): +0/+25 +30/+60 +100/+165 +325/+400 

MWK5 634^6 S -9^4 832 13277 -5 Info:  bid/cars cars/nom offer/cars cars/cars 

MWN5 642^6 S -9^2 338 7859 +13 Change: no comp dn 20/unch dn 65/unch dn 25/dn 50 

MWU5 648^6 S -9^2 61 4520 -5 Mpls Truck: -30  +20 +45 

MWZ5 656^6 S -8^2 68 3925 +7 Portland (H) Jan  Feb Mar Aug (MWU) 

MWH6 663^2 S -8^0 0 890 +10 14%proBasis  +240/+250 +200/+260 +210/+275 +130/+150 

Totals:   4,855 67,796 -488  unch/unch dn 50/unch dn 40/unch dn 10/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 565 Options: 2 

Receipts on the Floor:   
360 cars and 9 trains 

Implied option vols: 
H: 23%K: 23%N: 23% 

Spring wheat basis continues to decline, is at the lowest levels since 
2012, and is trading well below delivery value.  

Commentary: 
Grain markets ended lower in a quiet, light-volume session ahead of tomorrow’s month- and year-end 
trade.  
 
WH has already retraced 75 cents of the $1.00/bu rally of December as the sell-the-fact trade continues 
following Russia’s announcement of an export tax. WH today traded to 601, close enough to meet the 
first retracement objective of 600; the next downside count is to 580 if we don’t bounce from here. 
Funds are net long grains and the trade is expecting some window-dressing to mark the board higher 
tomorrow. CH is up 18 cents for the month of December and a dime off of the move high—made just 
yesterday morning. SF is up 22 cents for December, 15 cents off of the high also made yesterday. The 
most recent COT, as of 12/23 and released this afternoon, shows managed money net long 22,000 
CBOT wheat (up 7,000), net long 25,500 KC wheat (up 5,000), net long 8,000 Mpls wheat (up 1,000), 
net long 244,000 corn (up 8,000), and net long 39,000 beans (up 3,000).  
 
Spring wheat basis continues to spiral into new lows as shippers are taking full advantage of the cheap 
freight market and best railroad performance in recent memory. However, it may be that the futures 
won’t fully reflect the weakness in basis as demand is stepping up to take advantage of the opportunity. 
Trade sources indicate that the cargo of US wheat sold to Iraq will be fulfilled with spring wheat and 
shipped from the PNW. This makes 150,000 of the 200,000 tonnes traded to Iraq North American 
spring wheat. Other non-traditional buyers are also opting for spring wheat at the expenses of HRW 
including Mexico and Guatemala. Whether this is ultimately more bullish spring wheat or more bearish 
HRW is anyone’s guess, but it does seem that HRW will at some point have to reckon with the waning 
export demand. Expect the USDA to continue to the trend of tightening the spring wheat balance sheet 
while growing HRW ending stocks. Although export sales are moving in one direction, delivery stocks 
are opposite with Duluth stocks increasing 500,000 today and HRW stocks declining 1.2 million. Still, 
this should change as shipments begin to catch up with the changing dynamics of forward sales.   

 
 
–Austin Damiani  


